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Clean large surface areas faster and easier

WORK ANYWHERE, CLEAN ANYTHING. What more could you want? The dual pressure washer combines a rotary cleaner and 
wand pressure washer in the one machine, with the ease of swapping between them at the turn of a handle.  

CHALLENGE ON THE JOB?
- I need one cleaning machine to do everything
- A wand pressure washer and rotary cleaner in one
- I want a machine that can clean various surfaces using different pressures

SOLUTIONS
  Combined wand and rotary cleaner in one
  Adjustable pressure from 1000 - 4000psi on the DPW 4000 model 
  A walk behind cleaning machine that gets the job done easier and faster
  Eliminates having to have multiple machines on site such as hoses, pressure washers and pumps
 No license required to operate 

DUAL PRESSURE 
WASHER DPW 

DPW-4000 SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions Weight Hose Sound level Engine Fuel tank Fuel Pump Litres Pressure Rotary 
(handle folded)  length at handle  capacity   per minute range size

L 1360mm (4ft 5.5in) 107kg 10M (32ft 9in)   Pull start Honda 6.1L Unleaded Heavy duty AR Triplex with gear  15 1,000 -  610mm 

x W 620mm (2ft)  235lb wand length  GX390 air cooled (1.61 gallons) 86 octane reduction, thermal release valve, Litres per 4000PSi (24in) 

x H 890mm (2ft 11in)  900mm  4-stroke OHV  or higher pressure release valve, minute 

       pressure gauge & external bypass

Measured sound power 

level LwA 112 dB (A) 

Guaranteed sound power 

level LwA 117 dB (A) 
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Being able to switch 
between the two cleaning 
configurations makes it a 
very handy machine.
Daniel Hona, Site Manager Delta Group, Sydney
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 Heavy duty 
galvanised 
frame

 Adjustable 
pressure

 Lifting eye

10m high 
pressure hose

 Wand

Surface cleaner

 Heavy duty geared 
pump with thermal 
release valve

 Brake castors

 Pressure gauge

 Folding 
handle

NEW

Hose Reel position for 
improved functionality.

1. 4000 psi  
 Rotary Nozzle
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ACCESSORIES
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2. 4000 psi wand   
    nozzle with 15, 25 & 40
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3. 10m Hose


